IOC Circular Letter N° 2343 Rev. (Available in English only) 14 May 2010

To: Chairpersons of IOC Regional Subsidiary Bodies and Heads of IOC Decentralized Offices

cc: Officers of the Commission

Official National Coordinating Body for Liaison with the IOC in Member States of IOC
Permanent Delegates/Observer Missions to UNESCO of IOC Member States
National Commissions for UNESCO of IOC Member States

Subject: Meeting of Regional IOC Subsidiary Bodies and Decentralized Offices
7 June 2009 (14:30 – 17:30), Room VII, UNESCO HQ, Paris

In compliance with IOC Resolution XXIV-11 which states “... that a meeting on IOC Regional Subsidiary Bodies be held the day prior to commencement of sessions of the IOC Assembly or Executive Council...”, I have the honour to invite you to participate at the Meeting of IOC Subsidiary Bodies and Decentralized Offices, to be held on Monday, 7 June 2010, in Room VII at UNESCO Headquarters, 7 place de Fontenoy, 75007 Paris. The Meeting will start at 14:30 and is expected to close at 17:30. It would be greatly appreciated if you can confirm your attendance to the Secretariat by 25 May 2010 at the latest by e-mail to Ehrlich Desa e.desa@unesco.org

The meeting will focus on challenges faced by the Sub-Commissions, Regional Committees and Decentralized Offices with the purpose of enhancing the effectiveness of the Commission's Regional Subsidiary Bodies and Decentralized Offices in implementing the IOC's objectives and functions. These will be presented to the Forty-third Session of the IOC Executive Council (Paris, 8–16 June 2010).

Please find attached the Revised Provisional Agenda for the Meeting.

I look forward to your participation.

Yours sincerely,

[signed]

Wendy Watson-Wright
Executive Secretary, IOC
Assistant Director-General, UNESCO
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Dr Savithri (Savi) NARAYANAN
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CANADA

Prof. Cherif SAMMARI
Chef, Laboratoire du milieu marin
Institut National des Sciences et Technologies de la Mer (INSTM)
28, rue 2 mars 1934
2025 Salammbô
TUNISIE

Dr Sang-Kyung BYUN
Principal Research Scientist
Climate Change & Coastal Disaster Research Dept.
Korea Ocean Research & Development Institute (KORDI)
Ansan, P.O. Box 29
425-600 Seoul
REPUBLIC OF KOREA

Executive Secretary
Dr Wendy WATSON-WRIGHT
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission — UNESCO
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75732 Paris Cedex 15, FRANCE

Nicolay N. MIKHAILOV
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RUSSIAN FEDERATION
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Forty-third Session of the Executive Council
UNESCO, Paris, 8–16 June 2010

MEETING OF IOC REGIONAL SUBSIDIARY BODIES

Monday, 7 June 2010, 14:30 – 17:30
Room VII, Fontenoy Building

REVISED PROVISIONAL AGENDA

1. OPENING & ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS
2. REPORT OF REGIONAL ACTIVITIES
3. OVERVIEW OF CHALLENGES FACED BY REGIONAL SUBCOMMISSIONS AND REGIONAL COMMITTEES
4. PLATFORM FOR SHARING EXPERIENCES AND ENHANCING COOPERATION BETWEEN DIFFERENT REGIONAL BODIES
5. REGIONAL FUNDING STRATEGY
6. MECHANISMS FOR OPEN ENDED WORKING GROUP
7. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE ACTIONS
8. RECOMMENDATIONS TO EC-XLIII
9. CLOSURE